WILEY-BLACKWELL

外交百科事典 全4巻
The Encyclopedia of Diplomacy 4 volume set

Edited by Gordon Martel

The Encyclopedia of Diplomacy is a complete and authoritative 4-volume compendium of the most important events, people and terms associated with diplomacy and international relations from ancient times to the present, from a global perspective.

February 2018

424 pages

Hardback

9781138182103

£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版日本の外交政策ハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of Japanese Foreign Policy

Edited by Mary M. McCarthy

From a nuclear North Korea and territorial disputes in the East China Sea, to global climate change and Asia-Pacific free trade agreements, Japan is at the center of some of the most challenging issues that the world faces today. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, comprising contributions from the fields of politics, sociology, history, and gender studies, this handbook creates a comprehensive and innovative overview of the field, investigating the widening variety of interests, sometimes competing, that constitute Japanese foreign policy.

March 2018

256 pages

Hardback

9781788210522

£60.00
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ブレグジットに対するヨーロッパの反応
Europe’s Brexit: EU Perspectives on Britain’s Vote to Leave

By Tim Oliver

This book offers an in-depth, ground-up analysis of the attitudes and opinions of the rest of Europe towards Brexit. Covering the period from David Cameron’s attempt to negotiate EU reform prior to the Referendum and closing with the triggering of Article 50, the book will chart the individual member states’ response to, coverage of, and political fall-out from, the UK’s referendum process and result. The aim is to provide a backdrop for the future relations of those states with the UK and their likely positions during the negotiations.
The Routledge International Handbook of Island Studies: A World of Islands

Edited by Godfrey Baldacchino

This International Handbook of Island Studies is a global, research-based and pluridisciplinary overview of the study of islands. Its chapters deal with the contribution of islands to literature, social science and natural science, as well as other applied areas of inquiry. The collated expertise of interdisciplinary and international scholars offers unique insights: individual chapters dwell on geomorphology, zoology and evolutionary biology; the history, sociology, economics and politics of island communities; tourism, wellbeing and migration; as well as island branding, resilience and ‘commoning’.

Routledge Handbook of Sustainability Indicators

Edited by Simon Bell and Stephen Morse

This handbook provides researchers and students with an overview of the field of sustainability indicators (SIs) as applied in the interdisciplinary field of sustainable development.

Routledge Handbook of Environmental Displacement and Migration

Edited by Francois Gemenne and Robert McLeman

The Routledge Handbook of Environmental Displacement and Migration provides a state-of-the-science review of research on how environmental variability and change influence current and future global migration patterns and, in some instances, trigger large-scale population displacements.
Routledge Handbook of Human Rights and Climate Governance
*Routledge International Handbooks*
Edited by Sebastien Duyck, *et al.*

This book brings together leading scholars and practitioners to offer a timely and comprehensive analysis of the opportunities and challenges for integrating human rights in diverse areas and forms of global climate governance.

Routledge Handbook of Defence Studies
Edited by David J. Galbreath and John R. Deni

The *Routledge Handbook of Defence Studies* provides a comprehensive collection of essays on contemporary defence studies by leading international scholars.

Routledge Handbook of Primary Elections
Edited by Robert G. Boatright

This *Handbook* is organized into six sections, covering the origins of primary elections; primary voters; US presidential primaries; US subpresidential primaries; primaries in other parts of the world; and reform proposals.

Routledge Handbook of Asian Borderlands
Edited by Alexander Horstmann and Martin Saxer

Offering an array of comparative perspectives of Asian borders and borderlands in the global context, this handbook is divided into thematic sections.
** Routledge Handbook of Politics in Asia **
Edited by Shiping Hua

Covering East, South, Southeast and Central Asia, this *Handbook* brings together the work of leading international academics to cover the political histories, institutions, economies and cultures of the region.

** Routledge Handbook of Air Power **
Edited by John A. Olsen

The *Routledge Handbook of Air Power* offers a comprehensive overview of the political purposes and military importance of air power.

** Routledge Handbook of Postcolonial Politics **
Edited by Robbie Shilliam and Olivia Rutazibwa

The *Routledge Handbook of Postcolonial Politics* provides a solid reference point for understanding and analyzing global politics from a perspective sensitive to the multiple legacies of colonial and imperial rule.

** Routledge Handbook of Asian Borderlands **
Edited by Alexander Horstmann and Martin Saxer

Offering an array of comparative perspectives of Asian borders and borderlands in the global context, this handbook is divided into thematic sections.
Routledge Handbook of Ethics and International Relations
Edited by Brent J. Steele and Eric Heinze
This Handbook is framed by an opening chapter providing a concise and accessible overview of the complex history of the field of Ethics and IR, and a conclusion that discusses how the field may progress in the future and what subjects are likely to rise to prominence. Within are 44 distinct and original contributions from scholars.

Routledge Handbook of Environmental Conflict and Peacebuilding
Edited by Ashok Swain and Joakim Ojendal
The Routledge Handbook of Environmental Conflict and Peacebuilding presents a wide range of chapters written by key thinkers in the field, organised into four key parts.

Routledge Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy
Edited by Andrei P. Tsygankov
Providing a comprehensive overview of Russia's foreign policy directions, this handbook brings together an international team of scholars to develop a complex treatment of Russia's foreign policy.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuttner, Robert</td>
<td>Can Democracy Survive Global Capitalism?</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>W.W. Norton</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>9780393609936</td>
<td>US$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Raymond C.</td>
<td>International Political Economy: Comparing World Views 2nd ed</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>9781138659698</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths, Ralph A.</td>
<td>The Principality of Wales in the Later Middle Ages: The Structure and Personnel of Government: South Wales 1277–1536 2nd ed</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Univ. of Wales Pr.</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>9781786832641</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasch, Jeremy</td>
<td>Contesting Eurasia: Politics, Culture and Place</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>I.B. Tauris</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>9781784538224</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers, Matthew</td>
<td>NGOs as Newsmakers: The Changing Landscape of International News</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Columbia U.P.</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>9780231184922</td>
<td>US$90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A leading social critic recounts capitalism’s finest hour and shows us how we might achieve it once again. Like it or not, sometimes we need to put a monetary value on people’s lives. In the past, government agencies used the financial “cost of death” to monetize the mortality risks of regulatory policies, but this method vastly undervalued life. Pricing Lives tells the story of how the government came to adopt an altogether different approach—the value of a statistical life, or VSL—and persuasively shows how its more widespread use could create a safer and more equitable society for everyone.

Matthew Powers analyzes the growing role NGOs play in shaping—and sometimes directly producing—international news. Through an unprecedented glimpse into NGOs’ newsmaking efforts, Powers portrays the possibilities and limits of NGOs as media makers, with important implications for the intersections of journalism and advocacy.
Bilateral economic diplomacy is an increasingly popular method of ensuring both commercial and broader economic interests. In this Handbook, over 30 leading experts from developed and developing countries, industrial nations and emerging economies have come together to form a global view of economic diplomacy.
Abelson, Donald E.
Do Think Tanks Matter? Assessing the Impact of Public Policy Institutes 3rd ed
536 pages  2018:06  McGill-Queen's U.P.
Hardback 9780773553248 US$110.00
Paperback 9780773553255 US$32.95
By focusing on how think tanks engage in issue articulation, policy formation, and implementation, Abelson argues that they have helped to shape the political dialogue and the policy preferences and choices of decision-makers, but in different ways and at different stages of the policy cycle.

Acharya, Avidit et al.
Deep Roots: How Slavery Still Shapes Southern Politics
(Princeton Studies in Political Behavior)
288 pages  2018:05  Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691176741 ¥4,010
Deep Roots shows that the entrenched political and racial views of contemporary white southerners are a direct consequence of the region's slaveholding history, which continues to shape economic, political, and social spheres.

Alchin, Joseph
Many Rivers, One Sea: Bangladesh and the Challenge of Islamist Militancy
240 pages  2018:06  Hurst
Paperback 9781849048743 £17.99

Ashwood, Loka
For-Profit Democracy: Why the Government Is Losing the Trust of Rural America
(Yale Agrarian Studies Series)
320 pages  2018:06  Yale U.P.
Hardback 9780300215359 US$40.00
A fascinating sociological assessment of the damaging effects of the for-profit partnership between government and corporation on rural Americans.

Baron, Ilan Zvi
How to Save Politics in a Post-Truth Era: Thinking Through Difficult Times
240 pages  2018:02  Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526126825 £75.00
Paperback 9781526126849 £12.99

Bartelson, Jens (ed.)
De-Centering State Making: Comparative and International Perspectives
272 pages  2018:05  Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781788112987 £90.00
The book uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to examine historical and contemporary cases of state making as well as non-European ones, providing an in-depth analysis of the nature and causes of state making, historically as well as in a modern, global environment.

Bland, Gavin
The Evolving Role of National Parliaments in the European Union: Ireland as a Case Study
360 pages  2018:02  Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781784993214 £80.00
The evolution in parliaments' roles, the reasons for this and the challenges that lie in wait for future progress are all considered, with Ireland's stop-start parliamentary adaptation, the role of the Lisbon Treaty and economic crises in accelerating reform carefully analysed.

Bland, Lucy & Carr, Richard (ed.)
Labour, British Radicalism and the First World War
288 pages  2018:03  Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526109293 £75.00
Provides a concise set of twelve essays looking at various aspects of the British left, movements of protest and the cumulative impact of the First World War. This book intends to provide a series of twelve bite-size analyses of key issues affecting the British left throughout the war, and more.

Blaydes, Lisa
State of Repression: Iraq under Saddam Hussein
296 pages  2018:06  Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691180274 ¥4,690
The conventional wisdom about Iraq's modern political history is that the country was doomed by its diverse social fabric. But in State of Repression, Lisa Blaydes challenges this belief by showing that the country's breakdown was far from inevitable. At the same time, she offers a new way of understanding the behavior of other authoritarian regimes and their populations.

Blaydes, Lisa
State of Repression: Iraq under Saddam Hussein
296 pages  2018:06  Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691180274 ¥4,690
The conventional wisdom about Iraq's modern political history is that the country was doomed by its diverse social fabric. But in State of Repression, Lisa Blaydes challenges this belief by showing that the country's breakdown was far from inevitable. At the same time, she offers a new way of understanding the behavior of other authoritarian regimes and their populations.

Brand, Ulrich & Wissen, Markus
The Limits to Capitalist Nature: Theorizing and Overcoming the Imperial Mode of Living
(Transfoming Capitalism)
208 pages  2018:03  R & L International
Hardback 9781786601551 US$120.00
Paperback 9781786601568 US$39.95

Cahill, Damien & Konings, Martijn et al. (eds.)
The Sage Handbook of Neoliberalism
624 pages  2018:03  Sage
Hardback 9781412961721 £120.00

Campbell, James E.
Polarized: Making Sense of a Divided America
336 pages  2018:03  Princeton U.P.
Paperback 9780691180861 ¥2,670
New in paperback

Cusset, Francois / Wedell, Noura (trans.)
How the World Swung to the Right: Fifty Years of Counterrevolutions
(Intervention)
176 pages  2018:02  Semiotext(e)
Paperback 9781635900163 US$14.95

Drochon, Hugo
Nietzsche's Great Politics
224 pages  2018:03  Princeton U.P.
Paperback 9780691180694 ¥3,750
New in paperback
AGENDA PUBLISHING

D.マッシー読本
The Doreen Massey Reader
Economic Transformations

Edited by Brett Christophers, et al.

Doreen Massey (1944–2016) was one of the most influential geographers of the late-twentieth and early-twenty first centuries. Her ideas on space, region, identity, ethics and capital transformed the field itself, while also attracting a wide audience in sociology, planning, political economy, cultural studies, gender studies, and beyond. This collection of Massey’s writings brings together for the first time her formative contributions, showcasing the continuing relevance of her ideas to current debates on financialization, globalization, immigration and nationalism, among other topics. With introductions and explanatory notes from the editors, the collection provides an unrivalled introduction to the range and depth of Massey’s contributions, which are sure to remain an essential touchstone for social theory and critical geography for generations to come.

Doreen Massey: Critical Dialogues
Economic Transformations

Edited by Marion Werner, et al.

These specially commissioned essays, many from some of Doreen Massey’s long-time interlocutors and collaborators, interrogate both the generative sources and the potential of Massey’s remarkably wide-ranging and influential oeuvre. They provide readers with an unparalleled assessment of the political and social context that gave rise to many of Massey’s key ideas and contributions—such as spatial divisions of labour, power-geometries, and a “global sense of place”—and how they subsequently travelled, and were translated and transformed, both within and outside of academia.

Handbook on Participatory Governance
Handbooks of Research on Public Policy

Edited by Hubert Heinelt

This Handbook concentrates on democracy beyond the traditional governmental structures to explore the full scope of participatory governance. It argues that it is a political task to turn the shift from government to governance into participatory forms, and reflects on the notion of democracy and participatory governance, and how they can relate to each other.
LYNNE RIENNER

アジア・太平洋地域を越えていく新しいASEAN
The New ASEAN in Asia Pacific and Beyond

By Shaun Narine

Refuting criticisms that call into question the effectiveness, and even the purpose, of ASEAN, Shaun Narine traces the organization’s political and economic development and explores its impact within Southeast Asia and beyond.

SEPTEMBER 2018

272 pages
Hardback
9780691174198 ¥4,010

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

アイデンティティ・クライシス：
2016年大統領選挙とアメリカの価値のための闘い
Identity Crisis: The 2016 Presidential Campaign and the Battle for the Meaning of America

By John Sides, et al.

Identity Crisis takes readers from the bruising primaries to an election night whose outcome defied the predictions of the pollsters and pundits. The book shows how fundamental characteristics of the nation and its politics—the state of the economy, the Obama presidency, and the demographics of the political parties—combined with the candidates’ personalities and rhetoric to produce one of the most unexpected presidencies in history. Early on, the fundamental characteristics predicted an extremely close election. Identity Crisis reveals how Trump’s victory was foreshadowed by changes in the Democratic and Republican coalitions that were driven by people’s racial and ethnic identities. The campaign then reinforced and exacerbated those cleavages as it focused on issues related to race, immigration, and religion. The result was an epic battle not just for the White House but about what America is and should be.

English, Michael D.
The US Institute of Peace: A Critical History
175 pages 2018:04 First Forum Press
Hardback 9781626377301 US$75.00

Everett, Andrea L.
Humanitarian Hypocrisy: Civilian Protection and the Design of Peace Operations
288 pages 2018:02 Cornell U.P.
Hardback 9781501715471 US$55.00

Falsini, Sophie
The Euromaidan’s Effect on Civil Society: Why and How Ukrainian Social Capital Increased after the Revolution of Dignity
160 pages 2018:05 Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838211312 US$35.00

Felton-Dansky, Miriam et al. (ed.)
Spectatorship in the Age of Surveillance
100 pages 2018:02 Duke U.P.
Paperback 9781478001027 US$12.00

Fettweis, Christopher
Psychology of a Superpower: Security and Dominance in U.S. Foreign Policy
288 pages 2018:05 Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231187718 US$90.00
Paperback 9780231187718 US$30.00

What has standing alone atop the international hierarchy done to the United States? Psychology of a Superpower examines how unipolarity affects the way U.S. leaders conceive of their role. Combining security, strategy, and psychology, Christopher J. Fettweis investigates how the idea of being number one affects America’s foreign-policy elite.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crashing the Party: From the Sanders Campaign to a Left Movement</strong></td>
<td>Gautney, Heather</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Verso</td>
<td>9781786634320</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mountstuart Elphinstone in South Asia: Pioneer of British Colonial Rule</strong></td>
<td>Hanifi, Shah Mahmoud (ed.)</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Hurst</td>
<td>9781849048361</td>
<td>£25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inequality and Democratic Egalitarianism: Marx’s Economy and Beyond and Other Essays</strong></td>
<td>Harvey, Mark &amp; Geras, Norman</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>Manchester U. Press</td>
<td>9781526114020</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Xenofeminism</strong></td>
<td>Hester, Helen</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Polity Pr.</td>
<td>9781509520626</td>
<td>US$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Dare More Boldly: The Audacious Story of Political Risk</strong></td>
<td>Hulsman, John C.</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>Princeton U. Press</td>
<td>9780691172194</td>
<td>¥4,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chaos in the Liberal Order: The Trump Presidency and International Politics in the Twenty-First Century</strong></td>
<td>Jervis, Robert et al. (ed.)</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>Columbia U. Press</td>
<td>9780231188340</td>
<td>US$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peace on a Knife's Edge: The Inside Story of Roh Moo-hyun’s North Korea Policy</strong></td>
<td>Lee, Jong-Seok &amp; See, Woong Koo</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Brookings Inst. Pr.</td>
<td>9781931368438</td>
<td>US$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>From Bataille to Badiou: Lignes, the preservation of Radical French Thought, 1987–2017</strong></td>
<td>May, Adrian</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>Liverpool U. Press</td>
<td>9781786940438</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McClendon, Gwyneth H.

Envy in Politics
(Princeton Studies in Political Behavior)
248 pages 2018.04 Princeton U.P.

Hardback 9780691178653 $4,100

Why do governments underspend on policies that would make their constituents better off? Why do people participate in contentious politics when they could reap benefits if they were to abstain? In Envy in Politics, Gwyneth McClendon contends that if we want to understand these and other forms of puzzling political behavior, we should pay attention to envy, spite, and the pursuit of admiration—all manifestations of our desire to maintain or enhance our status within groups.

Morgan, Michael Cotey

The Final Act: The Helsinki Accords and the Transformation of the Cold War
(America in the World)
336 pages 2018.02 Princeton U.P.

Hardback 9780691176062 $4,690

The Helsinki Final Act was a watershed of the Cold War. Signed by thirty-five European and North American leaders at a summit in Finland in the summer of 1975, the agreement presented a vision for peace based on common principles and cooperation across the Iron Curtain. The Final Act is the first in-depth account of the diplomatic saga that produced this historic agreement.

Pennings, Frans & Seeleib-Kaiser, Martin (ed.)

Eu Citizenship and Social Rights: Entitlements and Impediments to Accessing Welfare
(Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Eu Citizenship)
288 pages 2018.03 Edward Elgar

Hardback 9781788112703 £95.00

The authors discuss the discrepancy between the social rights granted to workers and social rights granted to non-worker migrants, as well as the barriers facing minority groups like the Roma, which highlight issues in the development of EU social policy for migrants.

Pitts, Jennifer

Boundaries of the International: Law and Empire
188 pages 2018.03 Harvard U.P.

Hardback 9780674980815 US$45.00

Qvortrup, Matt

Government by Referendum
(Pocket Politics)
104 pages 2018.03 Manchester U.P.

Paperback 9781526130037 £9.99

Reilly, Shauna

Direct Democracy: A Double-Edged Sword
200 pages 2018.02 Lynne Rienner

Hardback 9781626377141 US$72.00

Direct democracy typically is lauded for putting power in the hands of the people. But is it really as democratic as it seems? To what extent, and in what circumstances, is it less about citizen power and more about external influences seeking to manipulate outcomes? Addressing these issues, Shauna Reilly draws on and compares case studies of referendums, recall elections, and initiatives around the world to investigate the complex realities of direct democracy in action.

Sagar, Paul

The Opinion of Mankind: Sociability and the Theory of the State from Hobbes to Smith
280 pages 2018.02 Princeton U.P.

Hardback 9780691178882 $6,030

Recovering David Hume and Adam Smith’s long-underappreciated contributions to the history of political thought, The Opinion of Mankind considers how, following Thomas Hobbes’s epochal intervention in the mid-seventeenth century, subsequent thinkers grappled with explaining how the state came into being, what it fundamentally might be, and how it could claim rightful authority over those subject to its power.

Schlozman, Kay Lehman et al.

Unequal and Unrepresented: Political Inequality and the People’s Voice in the New Gilded Age
328 pages 2018.06 Princeton U.P.

Hardback 9780691180557 $4,100

The Declaration of Independence proclaims equality as a foundational American value. However, Unequal and Unrepresented finds that political voice in America is not only unequal but also unrepresentative. Those who are well educated and affluent carry megaphones. The less privileged speak in a whisper. Relying on three decades of research and an enormous wealth of information about politically individuals and organizations, the authors offer a concise synthesis and update of their groundbreaking work on political participation.

Scott, Shirley V. & Ku, Charlotte (ed.)

Climate Change and the Un Security Council
288 pages 2018.05 Edward Elgar

Hardback 9781785364631 £90.00

Seubert, Sandra (ed.)

Reconsidering Eu Citizenship: Contradictions and Constraints
(Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Eu Citizenship)
252 pages 2018.04 Edward Elgar

Hardback 9781788113533 £100.00

Twenty-five years after the introduction of European citizenship, it seems as though the EU has overreached itself. As citizenship rights issues become more prominent on the EU policy-making agenda, Reconsidering EU Citizenship will be an invaluable resource to students of EU policy as well as policy-makers and practitioners in the field.

Seubert, Sandra et al. (ed.)

Moving Beyond Barriers: Prospects for Eu Citizenship
(Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Eu Citizenship)
352 pages 2018.03 Edward Elgar

Hardback 9781788113632 £105.00
Stuckey, Mary E.
**Political Vocabularies: FDR, the Clergy Letters, and the Elements of Political Argument**
(Rhetoric and Public Affairs)
270 pages  2018:03  Michigan State U.P.
Paperback  9781611862652  US$44.95

Tabachnick, David E. et al. (ed.)
**Challenging Theocracy: Ancient Lessons for Global Politics**
352 pages  2018:04  Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback  9781442649293  US$95.00
Paperback  9781442626676  US$37.95

Analyzing the relationship between religion and politics throughout the Middle East, Africa, and the United States, as well as classical and medieval political philosophical sources, *Challenging Theocracy* critiques the contemporary formation of theocracy and the persistence of theocratic ideas around the world.

Tabio, Luis Rene Fernandez et al. (ed.)
**Other Diplomacies, Other Ties: Cuba and Canada in the Shadow of the U.S**
352 pages  2018:03  Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback  9781442650220  US$85.00
Paperback  9781442628311  US$35.95

*Other Diplomacies, Other Ties* explores Cuba-Canada relations following the revolution of 1959 and the major geopolitical and economic transformations that have occurred in recent years.

Taga, Hidetoshi & Igarashi, Seiichi (ed.)
**The New International Relations of Sub-Regionalism: Asia and Europe**
(Routledge Studies on Asia in the World)
288 pages  2018:06  Routledge
Hardback  9781138093256  £105.00

Tapscott, Chris & Halvorsen, Tor et al. (eds.)
**The Democratic Developmental State: North-South Perspectives**
(CROP International Poverty Studies)
302 pages  2018:03  Ibidem Pr.
Paperback  9783838210452  US$45.00

Treisman, Daniel (ed.)
**The New Autocracy: Information, Politics, and Policy in Putin’s Russia**
316 pages  2018:02  Brookings Inst Pr.
Paperback  9780815732433  US$35.99

The result of a two-year collaboration between Russian experts and Western political scholars, this volume explores the complex roles of Russia's presidency, security services, parliament, media and other actors. The authors argue that Putin has created an “informational autocracy,” which relies more on media manipulation than on the comprehensive repression of traditional dictatorships.

Tunsojo, Oystein
**The Return of Bipolarity in World Politics: China, the United States, and Geostructural Realism**
288 pages  2018:02  Columbia U.P.
Hardback  9780231176545  US$65.00

Oystein Tunsojo shows that the international system is moving toward a U.S.-China standoff. He argues that the combined effects of the narrowing power gap between China and the United States and the widening power gap between China and any third-ranking power portend a new bipolarity that will differ in crucial ways from that of the last century.

Tuohy, Carolyn
**Remaking Policy: Scale, Pace, and Political Strategy in Health Care Reform**
(Studies in Comparative Political Economy and Public Policy)
688 pages  2018:02  Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback  9781487502454  US$125.00

In *Remaking Policy*, Carolyn Hughes Tuohy advances an ambitious new approach to understanding the relationship between political context and policy change.

van der Harst, Jan & Hoogers Gerhard et al. (eds.)
**European Citizenship in Perspective: History, Law and Politics**
200 pages  2018:06  Edward Elgar
Hardback  9781786435798  £80.00

Wainwright, Hilary
**A New Politics from the Left**
140 pages  2018:02  Polity Pr.
Hardback  9781509523627  US$45.00
Paperback  9781509523634  US$12.95

Walzer, Michael et al. (ed.)
**The Jewish Political Tradition, Vol. III: Community**
680 pages  2018:03  Yale U.P.
Hardback  9780300228342  US$65.00

The third of four volumes in a distinguished series, this volume includes chapters on the nature of the communal bond, marriage and family, welfare, taxation, and criminal justice.

Ware, Anthony & Laoutides, Costas
**Myanmar’s Rohingya Conflict**
224 pages  2018:05  Hurst
Paperback  9781849049047  £20.00

Wimmer, Andreas
**Nation Building: Why Some Countries Come Together While Others Fall Apart**
(Princeton Studies in Global and Comparative Sociology)
344 pages  2018:03  Princeton U.P.
Hardback  9780691177380  ¥5,350

*Nation Building* presents bold new answers to an age-old question. Why is national integration achieved in some diverse countries, while others are destabilized by political inequality between ethnic groups, contentious politics, or even separatism and ethnic war? Traversing centuries and continents from early nineteenth-century Europe and Asia to Africa from the turn of the twenty-first century to today, Andreas Wimmer delves into the slow-moving forces that encourage political alliances to stretch across ethnic divides and build national unity.
Wojciuk, Anna
Empires of Knowledge in International Relations: Education and Science as Sources of Power for the State
(Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global Politics)
288 pages  2018:04  Routledge
Hardback  9781138065246  £115.00

Zayani, Mohamed (ed.)
Digital Middle East: State and Society in the Information Age
(Georgetown University's Center for International and Regional Studies)
320 pages  2018:03  Hurst
Paperback  9781849049054  £25.00

Abu-Duhou, Ibtisam et al.
Communicating Statehood: Public Relations Strategies in Promoting Palestine
(Routledge New Directions in Public Relations & Communication Research)
208 pages  2018:06  Routledge
Hardback  9781138859074  £105.00

Berg, Bruce F.
New York City Politics: Governing Gotham  2nd ed
277 pages  2018:04  Rutgers U.P.
Hardback  9780813586670  US$110.00
Paperback  9780813586663  US$39.95
Examines the governance of New York City’s political system, including the need to promote democratic accountability, service delivery equity, as well as the maintenance of civil harmony. This second edition updates the discussion with examples from the Bloomberg and de Blasio administrations as well as current public policy issues.

Epp, Derek A
The Structure of Policy Change
208 pages  2018:05  Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback  9780226259691  ¥12,060
Paperback  9780226259721  ¥4,020

Fine, Jonathan David
280 pages  2018:03  State U. of New York
Hardback  9781438467979  US$90.00

Hinnebusch, Raymond A. & Imady, Omar (ed.)
The Syrian Uprising: Domestic Origins and Early Trajectory
(Routledge/ St. Andrews Syrian Studies Series)
344 pages  2018:02  Routledge
Hardback  9781138310544  £110.00
Paperback  9781138500501  £29.99

Jimenez, Luis F.
Migrants and Political Change in Latin America
224 pages  2018:05  Univ. Pr. of Florida
Hardback  9781683400370  US$79.95
Details how migrants from Mexico, Colombia and Ecuador are shaping the politics of their country of origin, through increased participation and more competitive elections.

Jones, Bill et al. (ed.)
Politics UK  9th ed
610 pages  2018:03  Routledge
Hardback  9781138676442  £115.00
Paperback  9781138685086  £34.99

Kalu, Kenneth et al. (eds.)
Africa’s Big Men: Predatory State-Society Relations in Africa
(Global Africa)
272 pages  2018:04  Routledge
Hardback  9781138559332  £115.00
Paperback  9781138559349  £29.99

Lawrence, John A.
The Class of ’74: Congress after Watergate and the Roots of Partisanship
416 pages  2018:04  Johns Hopkins U.P.
Hardback  9781474433730  US$120.00
Paperback  9781474433747  US$40.00
To fully understand the highly polarized political environment that now pervades the House and American politics, we must examine the complex politics, including a more open and contentious House, that emerged in the wake of Watergate.

Lazarowicz, Mark & McFadden, Jean
The Scottish Parliament: Law and Practice  5th ed
296 pages  2018:02  Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback  9781474433730  ¥12,000
Paperback  9781474433747  ¥4,000
Fully updated in light of the 2012 and 2016 Scotland Acts and the Independence and Brexit referenda, this textbook gives students a rigorous introduction to the powers of the Scottish Parliament: how it makes laws, how it holds the Scottish Government to account and how its legislation and its actions can be scrutinised and challenged.

Mamdani, Mahmood
Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism
(Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History)
368 pages  2018:03  Princeton U.P.
Paperback  9780691180427  ¥3,750

Oi, Jean C. & Goldstein, Steven (ed.)
Zouping Revisited: Adaptive Governance in a Chinese County
(Studies of the Walter H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center)
232 pages  2018:02  Stanford U.P.
Hardback  9781503604001  US$60.00

Roberts, Alasdair
Can Government Do Anything Right?
144 pages  2018:03  Polity Pr.
Hardback  9781509521500  US$45.00
Paperback  9781509521517  US$12.95

Roscoe, Douglas D.
The Promise of Democratic Equality in the United States
176 pages  2018:04  Routledge
Hardback  9781138555587  £110.00
Paperback  9781138555594  £32.99
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

**Policy Drift: Shared Powers and the Making of U.S. Law and Policy**

By Norma M. Riccucci

In *Policy Drift*, Norma Riccucci sheds light on how institutional forces collectively contributed to major change in three key areas of U.S. policy (privacy rights, civil rights, and climate policy) without any new policy explicitly being written.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS

**Democratic Transition in the Muslim World: A Global Perspective**

*Religion, Culture, and Public Life, 35*

Edited by Alfred Stepan

This book convenes leading scholars to consider the implications of democratic success in Tunisia and failure in Egypt in comparative perspective. Contributors analyze similarities and differences among democratizing countries with large Muslim populations, considering universal challenges as well as each nation’s particular obstacles.

---

**Demos Assembled: Democracy and the International Origins of the Modern State, 1840–1880**

272 pages    2018:04    Univ. of Chicago Pr.

Hardback 9780226544465 ¥6,030

**Memory and Securitization in Contemporary Europe**

284 pages    2018:02    Palgrave Macmillan

Hardback 9781349952687 EUR114.99

**A New Era in Democratic Taiwan: Trajectories and turning points in politics and cross-Strait relations**

(Routledge Research on Taiwan Series)

208 pages    2018:06    Routledge

Hardback 9781138062429 £105.00

**At the Centre of Government: The Prime Minister and the Limits on Political Power**

200 pages    2018:04    McGill-Queen’s U.P.

Hardback 9780773552906 US$34.95

An insider’s account of democracy in Canada and its relationship to liberalism, constitutionalism, and good public policy.

**Desert Borderland: The Making of Modern Egypt and Libya**

296    2018:03    Stanford U.P.

Hardback 9781503605008 US$65.00

**Political Geography: World-Economy, Nation-State and Locality 7th ed**

416 pages    2018:05    Routledge

Hardback 9781138058125 £110.00

Paperback 9781138058262 £36.99
Warning that the era of globalization is witnessing not the disappearance of borders but a return to them, this book analyzes and explains why borders have become a very topical subject in both domestic and international affairs today.

From India to Turkey, from Poland to the United States, authoritarian populists have seized power. Two core components of liberal democracy individual rights and the popular will are at war, putting democracy itself at risk. In plain language, Yascha Mounk describes how we got here, where we need to go, and why there is little time left to waste.

Mary Murphy offers a detailed and in-depth analysis of Northern Ireland’s relationship with the EU; the role the EU has played in rebuilding the region after the Troubles; and the challenges and opportunities that Brexit might offer Northern Ireland both in terms of its fragile politics and economy; as well as future Brexit deals that might have to be done with the border between the Irish Republic and Northern Ireland.

Central bankers have emerged from the financial crisis as the third great pillar of unelected power alongside the judiciary and the military. They pull the regulatory and financial levers of our economic well-being, yet unlike democratically elected leaders, their power does not come directly from the people. Unelected Power lays out the principles needed to ensure that central bankers, technocrats, regulators, and other agents of the administrative state remain stewards of the common good and do not become overmighty citizens.

Mary Murphy offers a detailed and in-depth analysis of Northern Ireland’s relationship with the EU; the role the EU has played in rebuilding the region after the Troubles; and the challenges and opportunities that Brexit might offer Northern Ireland both in terms of its fragile politics and economy; as well as future Brexit deals that might have to be done with the border between the Irish Republic and Northern Ireland.

Central bankers have emerged from the financial crisis as the third great pillar of unelected power alongside the judiciary and the military. They pull the regulatory and financial levers of our economic well-being, yet unlike democratically elected leaders, their power does not come directly from the people. Unelected Power lays out the principles needed to ensure that central bankers, technocrats, regulators, and other agents of the administrative state remain stewards of the common good and do not become overmighty citizens.

What is the best possible society? How would its rulers govern and citizens behave? In an era when political idealism seems a relic of the past, these questions are more urgent than ever. Taking seriously Plato’s claim that in an ideal society philosophers rule, Jonny Thakkar offers a daring experiment to breathe life into our political present.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Framing Referendum Campaigns in the News</em></td>
<td>Dekavalla, Marina</td>
<td>Manchester U.P.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781526119896</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Spectre of Race: How Discrimination Haunts Western Democracy</em></td>
<td>Hanchard, Michael George</td>
<td>Princeton U.P.</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>9780691177137</td>
<td>¥4,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Increasingly United States: How and Why American Political Behavior Nationalized</em></td>
<td>Hopkins, Daniel J</td>
<td>Univ. of Chicago Pr.</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>9780226530239</td>
<td>¥14,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Uncivil Agreement: How Politics Became Our Identity</em></td>
<td>Mason, Lilianna</td>
<td>Univ. of Chicago Pr.</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>9780226524405</td>
<td>¥14,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Leftism Reinvented: Western Parties from Socialism to Neoliberalism</em></td>
<td>Mudge, Stephanie L.</td>
<td>Harvard U.P.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>9780674971813</td>
<td>US$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Contractual Politics and the Institutionalization of Bureaucratic Influence</em></td>
<td>Parker, Glenn R. &amp; Parker, Suzanne L.</td>
<td>State U. of New York</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781438467931</td>
<td>US$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Party Politics in Turkey: A Comparative Perspective</em></td>
<td>Sayari, Sabri et al. (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781138207547</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>State Capacity, Economic Control, and Authoritarian Elections</em></td>
<td>Seeberg, Merete &amp; Bech</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>9781138202696</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Is This Any Way to Run a Democratic Election? 6th ed</em></td>
<td>Shaw, Richard &amp; Eichbaum, Chris (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>9781786431684</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ministers, Minders and Mandarins: An International Study of Relationships at the Executive Summit of Parliamentary Democracies</em></td>
<td>Wayne, Stephen J.</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781138502734</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Brace, Laura</em></td>
<td><em>The Politics of Slavery</em></td>
<td>Edinburgh U.P.</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781474401142</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Contracting Human Rights: Crisis, Accountability, and Opportunity</em></td>
<td>Brysk, Alison (ed.)</td>
<td>Edward Elgar</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>9781788112321</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Burack, Cynthia

*Because We Are Human: Contesting US Support for Gender and Sexuality Human Rights Abroad* (SUNY series in Queer Politics and Cultures)

288 pages  2018:06  State U. of New York

Hardback  9781438470139  US$90.00

Carr, M. Kelly

*The Rhetorical Invention of Diversity: Supreme Court Opinions, Public Arguments, and Affirmative Affirmative Action* (Rhetoric and Public Affairs)

294 pages  2018:05  Michigan State U.P.

Paperback  9781611862843  US$49.95

David, Roman

*Communists and Their Victims: The Quest for Justice in the Czech Republic* (Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights)

304 pages  2018:04  Univ. of Penn. Pr.

Hardback  9780812250145  US$79.95

Did justice measures rectify the legacy of human rights abuses committed during the communist era in the Czech Republic? Roman David weighs this question carefully to promote a transformative theory of justice that demonstrates that justice measures, in order to be successful, require a degree of reconciliation.

Dowd, Nancy E.

*Reimagining Equality: A New Deal for Children of Color*

256 pages  2018:06  New York U.P.

Hardback  9781479893355  US$39.00

Garretson, Jeremiah J.

*The Path to Gay Rights: How Activism and Coming Out Changed Public Opinion*

352 pages  2018:06  New York U.P.

Hardback  9781479822133  US$99.00

Paperback  9781479850075  US$35.00

Griffith, Sarah

*The Fight for Asian American Civil Rights: Liberal Protestant Activism, 1900–1950*

232 pages  2018:03  U. of Illinois Pr.

Hardback  9780252041686  US$99.00

Paperback  9780252083310  US$27.95

Jones, Phil & Welch, Sue

*Rethinking Children’s Rights: Attitudes in Contemporary Society 2nd ed* (New Childhoods)

312 pages  2018:02  Bloomsbury Academic

Hardback  9781350001251  £75.00

Paperback  9781350001244  £24.99

Kirsch, Stuart

*Engaged Anthropology: Politics Beyond the Text*

304 pages  2018:03  U. of California Pr.

Hardback  9780520297944  US$85.00

Paperback  9780520297951  US$29.95

Labonte, Melissa & Mills, Kurt (ed.)

*Human Rights and Justice: Philosophical, Economic, and Social Perspectives* (Global Institutions)

192 pages  2018:06  Routledge

Hardback  9781138036789  £105.00

Lupien, Pascal

*Citizens’ Power in Latin America: Theory and Practice* (Global Institutions)

150 pages  2018:04  State U. of New York

Hardback  9781438469171  US$80.00

Mills, Kurt & Labonte, Melissa (ed.)

*Accessing and Implementing Human Rights and Justice* (Global Institutions)

192 pages  2018:06  Routledge

Hardback  9781138036697  £105.00

Moyn, Samuel


276 pages  2018:04  Belknap Pr.

Hardback  9780674737563  US$29.95

Musa, Suad M.E.

*Hawks and Doves in Sudan’s Armed Conflict: Al-Hakkamat Baggara Women of Darfur* (Eastern Africa)

204 pages  2018:04  James Currey

Hardback  9781847011756  £60.00

Nowak, Manfred


208 pages  2018:03  Univ. of Penn. Pr.

Hardback  9780812249910  US$69.95

In *Torture*, former United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture Manfred Nowak, recounts his experience visiting countries, reviewing documents, collecting evidence, and conducting interviews with perpetrators, witnesses, and victims of torture. His story offers vital insights for human-rights scholars and professionals.

Osgood, Kenneth & White, Derrick E. (ed.)

*Winning While Losing: Civil Rights, The Conservative Movement and the Presidency from Nixon to Obama* 298 pages  2018:02  Univ. Pr. of Florida

Paperback  9780813064536  US$24.95

New in paperback

This pioneering collection of essays explores the paradoxical nature of civil rights politics in the years following the 1960s civil rights movement by chronicling the ways in which presidential politics both advanced and constrained the quest for racial equality in the United States.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissensual Subjects: Memory, Human Rights, and Postdictatorship in Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay</td>
<td>Rajca, Andrew C.</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>Northwestern U.P.</td>
<td>2018:02</td>
<td>9780810136373</td>
<td>US$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9780810136366</td>
<td>US$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissensual Subjects is a fascinating, interdisciplinary exploration of memory and human rights in postdictatorial Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina that will interest readers concerned with political subjectivity, aesthetics, cultural studies, visual culture, Southern Cone studies, postdictatorship studies, and sites of memory.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation without Democracy: Containing Conflict in Southeast Asia</td>
<td>Rodan, Garry</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>Cornell U.P.</td>
<td>2018:05</td>
<td>9781501720109</td>
<td>US$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9781501720116</td>
<td>US$32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sit-Ins: Protest and Legal Change in the Civil Rights Era</td>
<td>Schmidt, Christopher W</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Univ. of Chicago Pr.</td>
<td>2018:02</td>
<td>9780226522302</td>
<td>¥12,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9780226522449</td>
<td>¥4,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An analysis of the 1960s Civil Rights sit-ins that focuses on their legal aspects: the arguments made, the way law was employed, and their effects.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights in Thailand</td>
<td>Selby, Don F.</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>Univ. of Penn. Pr.</td>
<td>2018:05</td>
<td>9780812250220</td>
<td>US$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By placing greater emphasis on human rights as an anthropological concern, Don F. Selby concludes that they are a matter of negotiation within everyday forms of sociality, morality, and politics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9781503605749</td>
<td>US$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and Nation in the Age of Emancipations</td>
<td>Stewart, Whitney &amp; Marks, John Garrison (ed.)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>Univ. of Georgia Pr.</td>
<td>2018:04</td>
<td>9780820353104</td>
<td>US$86.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9780820353111</td>
<td>US$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With these essays, historians contend that emancipation was not something that simply happened to enslaved peoples but rather something in which they actively participated. Their examination uncovers the various techniques employed by people of African descent across the Atlantic World, allowing a broader picture of their paths to freedom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9781479829927</td>
<td>US$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies of Compliance with the European Court of Human Rights: Rational Choice Within Normative Constraints</td>
<td>von Staden, Andreas</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>Univ. of Penn. Pr.</td>
<td>2018:06</td>
<td>9780812250282</td>
<td>US$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Strategies of Compliance with the European Court of Human Rights, Andreas von Staden traces the impact of human rights violations in Germany and the United Kingdom and details how governments, legislators, and domestic judges responded to the court's demands for either financial compensation or changes to laws, policies, and practices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rethinking Youth Citizenship After the Age of Entitlement</td>
<td>Walsh, Lucas &amp; Black, Rosalyn</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>Bloomsbury Academic</td>
<td>2018:03</td>
<td>9781474248037</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Government of Desire: A Genealogy of the Liberal Subject</td>
<td>Beistegui, Miguel de</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Univ. of Chicago Pr.</td>
<td>2018:04</td>
<td>9780226547374</td>
<td>¥6,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relying on Foucault as well as on Deleuze and Guattari, de Beistegui highlights the need to elaborate a politics of difference and creation, raising the crucial question of how can we manage to be less governed today and positing strategic questions of possible contemporary forms of counter-conduct.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The white power movement has declared war against the United States and has carried out with military precision an escalating campaign of terror against the American public. Kathleen Belew gives the first full history of a movement that consolidated around a sense of betrayal over Vietnam and made tragic headlines with the Oklahoma City bombing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set the World on Fire: Black Nationalist Women and the Global Struggle for Freedom</td>
<td>Blain, Keisha N.</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>Univ. of Penn. Pr.</td>
<td>2018:02</td>
<td>9780812249880</td>
<td>US$34.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The volume offers a close and innovative examination of Marx’s ideas on post-Hegelian philosophy, alienated labour, the materialist conception of history, research methods, the theory of surplus-value, working-class self-emancipation, political organization and revolutionary theory. From this emerges ‘another Marx’, a thinker very different from the one depicted by so many of his critics and ostensible disciples.
Acharya, Amitav
The End of American World Order
224 pages  2018:03  Polity Pr.
Hardback  9781509517077  US$69.95
Paperback  9781509517084  US$22.95

Agarin, Timofey & Nancheva, Nevena (ed.)
A European Crisis: Perspectives on Refugees, Solidarity, and Europe
220 pages  2018:03  Ibidem Pr.
Paperback  9783838211244  US$40.00

Alejandro, Audrey
Western Dominance in International Relations?
The Internationalisation of IR in Brazil and India
(Worlding Beyond the West)
224 pages  2018:06  Routledge
Hardback  9781138047983  £105.00

Ambrose, Matthew J.
The Control Agenda: A History of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
282 pages  2018:04  Cornell U.P.
Hardback  9781501713743  US$45.00
The Control Agenda is a sweeping account of the history of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), their rise in the Nixon and Ford administrations, their downfall under President Carter, and their powerful legacies in the Reagan years and beyond.

Aris, Stephen et al. (ed.)
Inter-organisational Relations in International Security: Cooperation and Competition
(CSS Studies in Security and International Relations)
272 pages  2018:05  Routledge
Hardback  9781138059498  £105.00

Bjola, Corneliu & Komprobst, Markus
Understanding International Diplomacy: Theory, Practice and Ethics 2nd ed
288 pages  2018:02  Routledge
Hardback  9781138717305  £110.00
Paperback  9781138717343  £31.99

Bowman, Stephen
The Pilgrims Society and Public Diplomacy, 1895–1945
(Edinburgh Studies in Anglo-American Relations)
256 pages  2018:03  Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback  9781474417815  £80.00

Brown, Bernardo & Yeoh, Brenda (ed.)
Asian Migrants and Religious Experience: From Missionary Journeys to Labor Mobility
(New Mobilities in Asia)
312 pages  2018:02  Amsterdam U.P.
Hardback  9789462982321  £85.00
The essays in this book explore migrants’ motivations in support of an argument that to travel inspires a search for new meaning in religion.

Chan, Gerald
Understanding China’s New Diplomacy: Silk Roads and Bullet Trains
(New Horizons in East Asian Politics)
160 pages  2018:03  Edward Elgar
Hardback  9781788112062  £60.00
The first of its kind, this book critically and systematically addresses questions about China’s high-speed rail diplomacy and ‘one belt, one road’ initiative.

Chopra, Geetanjali
International Non-Governmental Organisations as Peacebuilders
(Non-State Actors in International Law, Politics and Governance Series)
210 pages  2018:06  Routledge
Hardback  9781472417077  £105.00

Coleman, Katharina P. & Tieku, Thomas K. (ed.)
African Actors in International Security: Shaping Contemporary Norms
310 pages  2018:05  Lynne Rienner
Hardback  9781626376960  US$79.95
What impact have African actors had on perceptions of and responses to current international security challenges? Are there international peace and security norms with African roots? How can actors that lack the power and financial resources of Western states help to shape prevailing conceptions of appropriate behavior in international politics? Addressing these questions, the authors of African Actors in International Security identify and explore the diverse pathways by which African governments, IGOs, NGOs, and individuals can and do influence the normative structure of contemporary international relations.

Gilady, Lilach
Price of Prestige: Conspicuous Waste in International Relations
232 pages  2018:02  Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback  9780226433202  ¥6,030
In The Price of Prestige, Gilady shows how many seemingly wasteful government expenditures that appear to contradict the laws of demand actually follow the pattern for what are known as Veblen goods, or positional goods for which demand increases alongside price, even when cheaper substitutes are readily available. From flashy space programs to costly weapons systems a country does not need and cannot maintain to foreign aid programs that offer little benefit to recipients, these conspicuous and strategically timed expenditures are intended to instill awe in the observer through their wasteful might.

Haukkala, Hiski (ed.)
Trust in International Relations: Rationalist, Constructivist, and Psychological Approaches
(Routledge Global Cooperation Series)
200 pages  2018:02  Routledge
Hardback  9781138630086  £115.00

Heazle, Michael & O’Neil, Andrew (ed.)
China’s Rise and Australia-Japan-US Relations: Primacy and Leadership in East Asia
(New Horizons in East Asian Politics)
288 pages  2018:04  Edward Elgar
Hardback  9781788110921  £95.00
In this timely book, Michael Heazle and Andrew O’Neil have brought together contributors from across the globe to explore the commitment of Australia and Japan to US leadership in this region, and how this commitment may impact on often tense relations between China and the US.
Hopper, Paul  
Understanding Development  
388 pages    2018:02    Wiley  
Hardback 9781509510504 US$89.95  
Paperback 9781509510511 US$29.95

Humphrey, Caroline (ed.)  
Trust and Mistrust in the Economies of the China-Russia Borderlands  
(Assian Borderlands)  
272 pages    2018:02    Amsterdam U.P.  
Hardback 9789089649829 £85.00  
This book focuses on northeast Sino-Russian border economies and how trans-border economies function in practice, often across great distances, despite widespread mistrust.

Jackson, Simon & O’Malley, Alanna (ed.)  
The Institution of International Order: From the League of Nations to the United Nations  
(Routledge Studies in Modern History)  
288 pages    2018:05    Routledge  
Hardback 9781138091504 £115.00

Kauanui, J. Kehaulani (ed.)  
Speaking of Indigenous Politics: Conversations with Activists, Scholars, and Tribal Leaders  
(Indigenous Americas)  
424 pages    2018:06    U. of Minnesota Pr.  
Hardback 9781517904777 US$104.00  
Paperback 9781517904784 US$25.95

Keating, Joshua  
Visible Countries: Journeys to the Edge of Nationhood  
296 pages    2018:06    Yale U.P.  
Hardback 9780300221626 US$26.00  
A thoughtful analysis of how our world's borders came to be and why we may be emerging from a lengthy period of "cartographical stasis."

Kennedy, Andrew  
The Conflicted Superpower: America’s Collaboration with China and India in Global Innovation  
(A Nancy Bernkopf Tucker and Warren I. Cohen Book on American-East Asian Relations)  
256 pages    2018:03    Columbia U.P.  
Hardback 9780231185547 US$60.00  
The technological leadership of the United States increasingly involves collaboration with other countries, especially China and India. The Conflicted Superpower explores these relationships through in-depth case studies of U.S. policies toward skilled immigration, foreign students, and offshoring.

Kretsedemas, Philip & Brotherton, David C.  
Immigration Policy in the Age of Punishment: Detention, Deportation, and Border Control  
(Studies in Transgression)  
344 pages    2018:03    Columbia U.P.  
Hardback 9780231179362 US$105.00  
Paperback 9780231179379 US$35.00  
This book takes a critical, interdisciplinary, and transnational look at immigration enforcement. It connects neoliberal governance, global labor markets, and the national obsession with securing borders to recast deportation, detention, and border-control policies in the United States and worldwide in terms of a decades-long "age of punishment."
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272 pages    2018:02    Polity Pr.  
Hardback 9781509521708 US$69.95  
Paperback 9781509521715 US$24.95

MacDonald, Paul K. & Parent, Joseph M.  
Twilight of the Titans: Great Power Decline and Retrenchment  
(Cornell Studies in Security Affairs)  
278 pages    2018:03    Cornell U.P.  
Hardback 9781501717093 US$42.95

Mignolo, Walter D. & Walsh, Catherine E.  
On Decoloniality: Concepts, Analytics, Praxis  
(On Decoloniality)  
264 pages    2018:06    Duke U.P.  
Hardback 9780822370949 US$99.95  
Paperback 9780822371090 US$26.95

Miller, Nicholas L.  
Stopping the Bomb: The Sources and Effectiveness of US Nonproliferation Policy  
(Cornell Studies in Security Affairs)  
326 pages    2018:04    Cornell U.P.  
Hardback 9781501717802 US$47.95

Mitchell, A. Wess  
The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire  
416 pages    2018:06    Princeton U.P.  
Hardback 9780691176703 ¥4,690  
The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire tells the story of how this cash-strapped, polyglot empire survived for centuries in Europe’s most dangerous neighborhood without succumbing to the pressures of multisided warfare.

O’Malley, Alanna  
The diplomacy of decolonisation: America, Britain and the United Nations during the Congo crisis 1960–64  
(Key Studies in Diplomacy)  
264 pages    2018:02    Manchester U.P.  
Hardback 9781526116260 £75.00  

Pemunta, Ngambouk Vitalis (ed.)  
Concurrences in Postcolonial Research: Perspectives, Methodologies, and Engagements  
390 pages    2018:04    Ibidem Pr.  
Paperback 9783838211541 US$45.00

Perlmann, Joel  
America Classifies the Immigrants: From Ellis Island to the 2020 Census  
384 pages    2018:03    Harvard U.P.  
Hardback 9780674425057 US$54.00  
Joel Perlmann traces the history of U.S. classification of immigrants, from Ellis Island to the present day, showing how slippery and contested ideas about racial, national, and ethnic difference have been. His focus ranges from the 1897 List of Races and Peoples, through changes in the civil rights era, to proposals for reform of the 2020 Census.
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Spy Chiefs: Volume 1:
Intelligence Leaders in the United States and United Kingdom
Edited by Christopher Moran, et al.

This first volume of Spy Chiefs broadens and deepens our understanding of the role of intelligence leaders in foreign affairs and national security in the United States and United Kingdom from the early 1940s to the present.
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Paperback
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Spy Chiefs: Volume 2:
Intelligence Leaders in Europe, the Middle East and Asia
Edited by Christopher Moran, et al.

This second volume of Spy Chiefs goes beyond the commonly studied spy chiefs of the United States and the United Kingdom to examine leaders from Renaissance Venice to the Soviet Union, Germany, India, Egypt, and Lebanon in the twentieth century.

February 2018
288 pages
Hardback
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US$104.95
Paperback
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Persaud, Randolph & Sajed, Alina (ed.)
Race, Gender, and Culture in International Relations:
Postcolonial Perspectives
204 pages    2018:03    Routledge
Hardback 9780415786423 £110.00
Paperback 9780415786430 £29.99

Poast, Paul & Urpelainen, Johannes
Organizing Democracy: How International Organizations Assist New Democracies
(Chicago Series on International and Domestic Institutions)
256 pages    2018:04    Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback 9780226543345 ¥12,060
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Prieto, Greg
Immigrants Under Threat: Risk and Resistance in Deportation Nation
(Latina/o Sociology)
256 pages    2018:06    New York U.P.
Hardback 9781479823925 US$89.00
Paperback 9781479821464 US$28.00

Everyday life as an immigrant in a deportation nation is fraught with risk, but everywhere immigrants confront repression and dispossession, they also manifest resistance in ways big and small. Immigrants Under Threat shifts the conversation from what has been done to Mexican immigrants to what they do in response.

Schenk, Caress
Why Control Immigration? Strategic Uses of Migration Management in Russia
392 pages    2018:03    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487502973 US$85.00

Using a multi-method ethnographic approach, Why Control Immigration? argues that the scarcity of legal labour and the ensuing growth of illegal immigration can act as a patronage resource for bureaucratic and regional elites in Russia.
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Handbook of Migration and Globalisation

Handbooks on Globalisation

Edited by Anna Triandafyllidou

This Handbook explores the multifaceted linkages between two of the most important socioeconomic phenomena of our time: globalisation and migration.

April 2018

200 pages
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US$40.00
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Ukraine after Maidan: Revisiting Domestic and Regional Security
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Talley, Christian


282 pages 2018:03  U. of Notre Dame Pr.
Hardback 9780268102975  US$40.00

Using the National Council for United States-China Trade, an organization that, although nongovernmental, was established in 1973 with Washington's encouragement and oversight, to historicize the entangling of the American and Chinese economies, Forgotten Vanguard not only reveals globalization's contingent path but also exposes the hidden importance of informal trade diplomacy in building the modern US-China relationship.

Tang, Chih-Mao

Small States and Hegemonic Competition in Southeast Asia: Pursuing Autonomy, Security and Development amid Great Power Politics

(Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global Politics)
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Hardback 9781138672321  £115.00

Tuckett, Anna

Rules, Paper, Status: Migrants and Precarious Bureaucracy in Contemporary Italy

224 pages 2018:06  Stanford U.P.
Hardback 9781503605404  US$85.00
Paperback 9781503606494  US$24.95

Do States trust each other? What are the political and ethical implications of trust? Drawing from a wide range of disciplines, Trust and Hedging in International Relations adds to the emerging literature on trust in international relations by offering a systematic measure of state-to-state trust.
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320 pages 2018:02  U. of Michigan Pr.
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Do States trust each other? What are the political and ethical implications of trust? Drawing from a wide range of disciplines, Trust and Hedging in International Relations adds to the emerging literature on trust in international relations by offering a systematic measure of state-to-state trust.
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Using the National Council for United States-China Trade, an organization that, although nongovernmental, was established in 1973 with Washington's encouragement and oversight, to historicize the entangling of the American and Chinese economies, Forgotten Vanguard not only reveals globalization's contingent path but also exposes the hidden importance of informal trade diplomacy in building the modern US-China relationship.
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Do States trust each other? What are the political and ethical implications of trust? Drawing from a wide range of disciplines, Trust and Hedging in International Relations adds to the emerging literature on trust in international relations by offering a systematic measure of state-to-state trust.
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282 pages 2018:03  U. of Notre Dame Pr.
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Using the National Council for United States-China Trade, an organization that, although nongovernmental, was established in 1973 with Washington's encouragement and oversight, to historicize the entangling of the American and Chinese economies, Forgotten Vanguard not only reveals globalization's contingent path but also exposes the hidden importance of informal trade diplomacy in building the modern US-China relationship.
Policy Learning from Canada: Reforming Scandinavian Immigration and Integration Policies

184 pages 2018:04 Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487503192 US$45.00

Policy Learning from Canada is the first book to take a sustained look at how Canadian immigration and integration models have impacted decision-making in Scandinavia.

Ustubici Onay, Aysen E.

The Governance of International Migration: Irregular Migrants’ Access to Right to Stay in Turkey and Morocco

244 pages 2018:02 Amsterdam U.P.
Hardback 9789462982765 £85.00

The book analyses migrant experiences of illegality in Turkey and Morocco by taking into account how both countries responded to increasing pressure by the European Union to govern irregular migration within their territories.
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Waever, Ole et al. (ed.)

Resolving International Conflict: Dynamics of Escalation and Continuation
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Paperback 9781138104860 £29.99

Walzer, Michael

A Foreign Policy for the Left

216 pages 2018:02 Yale U.P.
Hardback 9780300223873 US$30.00

Wang, Yizhou

Creative Involvement: The Transition of China’s Diplomacy

(China Perspectives)

168 pages 2018:04 Routledge
Hardback 9781138576858 £130.00

Warner, Jason & Shaw, Timothy M. (ed.)

African Foreign Policies in International Institutions

(Contemporary African Political Economy)

438 pages 2018:03 Palgrave Macmillan
Hardback 9781137507573 £160.00

White, Roger

Immigration Policy and the Shaping of US Culture: Becoming America

200 pages 2018:02 Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781786435279 £70.00

The author examines the relationships between immigration policy, observed immigration patterns, and cultural differences between the United States and immigrants’ source countries.

Yusuf, Moeed

Brokering Peace in Nuclear Environments: U.S. Crisis Management in South Asia

280 2018:05 Stanford U.P.
Hardback 9781503604858 US$65.00

Gobat, Michel

Empire by Invitation: William Walker and Manifest Destiny in Central America

330 pages 2018:04 Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674737495 US$39.95

Michel Gobat traces the first U.S. overseas empire to William Walker, a believer in the nation’s manifest destiny to spread not only westward but abroad. In the 1850s Walker and a band of expansionists migrated to Nicaragua to free the masses from allegedly despotic elites. But what began with promises of liberation devolved into a reign of terror.

Heer, Paul J.

Mr. X and the Pacific: George F. Kennan and American Policy in East Asia

320 pages 2018:05 Cornell U.P.
Hardback 9781501711145 US$37.95

Mr. X and the Pacific provides close examinations of Kennan’s engagement with China (both the People’s Republic and Taiwan), Japan, Korea, and Vietnam. Country-by-country analysis paired with considerations of the ebb and flow of Kennan’s global strategic thinking result in a significant extension of our estimation of Kennan’s influence and a deepening of our understanding of this key figure in the early years of the Cold War.

Mahajan, Sneh

Foreign Policy of Colonial India: 1900–1947

(Routledge Studies in South Asian History)

256 pages 2018:04 Routledge
Hardback 9780815393962 £115.00

Morse, Hosea Ballou

International Relations of the Chinese Empire: Diplomacy, Trade and Administration in Imperial China 5-volume set

2,584 pages 2018:05 I.B. Tauris
Hardback 9781784531331 £450.00

Coverage includes the central and provincial government of the Qing Empire, the fiscal position of the Chinese state, international trade, the position of foreigners in China’s economy, opium imports, the Inspectorate of Customs, the railways, and an examination of the guild system that underpinned the organization of commerce in China. The three volumes of International Relations of the Chinese Empire analyse the history of China’s relations with the West in the nineteenth century. Key issues include the increase in foreign control over China and the attempts of the Chinese government to respond, the rise of Japan in Asia, and the final demise of the Qing Empire. With a new introduction by leading contemporary scholar Professor Michael Dillon, the set forms essential reading for anyone seeking to understand economic and political relations between China and the West in the nineteenth century.
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From Selma to Moscow: How Human Rights Activists Transformed U.S. Foreign Policy
320 pages    2018:03    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231169462 US$90.00
Paperback 9780231169479 US$30.00
Sarah B. Snyder shows how transnational connections and social movements spurred American activism that enshrined human rights in U.S. foreign policy making for years to come. From Selma to Moscow reshapes our understanding of the role of human rights activism in transforming U.S. foreign policy in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Burton, Joe
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Clarke, Michael (ed.)
Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in China: Domestic and Foreign Policy Dimensions
288 pages    2018:06    Hurst
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Dahl, Ann-Sofie (ed.)
Strategic Challenges in the Baltic Sea Region: Russia, Deterrence, and Reassurance
172 pages    2018:05    Georgetown U.P.
Hardback 9781626165700 US$98.95
Paperback 9781626165717 US$32.95

Emerson, Stephen & Solomon, Hussein
African Security in the Twenty-First Century: Challenges and Opportunities
304 pages    2018:02    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781582172755 £75.00
Through the lens of human security, this book examines the continent’s most pressing security challenges—from identity conflict and failing states to terrorism, disease, and environmental degradation—and in doing so provide a comprehensive look at the complexities of building peace and stability in modern-day Africa.

Futter, Andrew
Hacking the Bomb: Cyber Threats and Nuclear Weapons
208 pages    2018:04    Georgetown U.P.
Hardback 9781626165566 US$29.95

Hough, Peter
Understanding Global Security 4th ed
320 pages    2018:05    Routledge
Hardback 9781138726826 £110.00
Paperback 9781138726833 £29.99

Johnson, Jeannie L.
The Marines, Counterinsurgency, and Strategic Culture: Lessons Learned and Lost in America’s Wars
320 pages    2018:05    Georgetown U.P.
Hardback 9781626165557 US$110.95
Paperback 9781626165564 US$36.95

Kaldor, Mary
Global Security Cultures
224 pages    2018:03    Polity Pr.
Hardback 9781509509171 US$64.95
Paperback 9781509509188 US$22.95

Kamrava, Mehran
Troubled Waters: Insecurity in the Persian Gulf (Persian Gulf Studies)
216 pages    2018:05    Cornell U.P.
Hardback 9781501720352 US$29.95
Kieran, David & Martini, Edwin A. (ed.)

At War: The Military and American Culture in the Twentieth Century and Beyond

(War Culture)
256 pages 2018:02 Rutgers U.P.

Hardback 9780813584317 US$95.00
Paperback 9780813584300 US$34.95

Offers short, accessible essays addressing the central issues in the new military history—ranging from diplomacy and the history of imperialism to the environmental issues that war raises and the ways that war shapes and is shaped by discourses of identity, to questions of who serves in the US military and why and how US wars have been represented in the media and in popular culture.
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Pandora’s Box: A History of the First World War
1,060 pages 2018:04 Belknap Pr.

Hardback 9780674545113 US$39.95

In this monumental history of the First World War, Germany’s leading historian of the twentieth century’s first great catastrophe explains the war’s origins, course, and consequences. With an unrivaled combination of depth and global reach, Pandora’s Box reveals how profoundly the war shaped the world to come.
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Allies That Count: Junior Partners in Coalition Warfare
264 pages 2018:03 Georgetown U.P.

Hardback 9781626165465 US$110.95
Paperback 9781626165472 US$36.95

In this volume, Olivier Schmitt presents detailed case-study analysis of several US allies in the Gulf War, the Kosovo campaign, the Iraq War, and the war in Afghanistan. He also includes a broader comparative analysis of 204 junior partners in various interventions since the end of the Cold War. This analysis bridges a gap in previous studies about coalition warfare, while also contributing to policy debates about a recurring defense dilemma.
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Welling, Ben & Sumartojo, Shanti (ed.)
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Security Studies: An Introduction 3rd ed
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Zilinskas, Raymond A. & Mauger, Philippe

Biosecurity in Putin’s Russia
370 pages 2018:02 Lynne Rienner

Hardback 9781626376984 US$89.95

In March 2012, at a meeting convened by the recently reelected Russian president Vladimir Putin, Minister of Defense Serdyukov informed Mr. Putin that a plan was being prepared for “the development of weapons based on new physical principles: radiation, geophysical wave, genetic, psychophysical, etc.” Subsequently, in response to concerns expressed both in Russia and abroad, the Russian government deleted the statement from the public transcript of the meeting. But the question remains: Is Russia developing an offensive biological warfare program?
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European Union Governance and Policy Making: A Canadian Perspective
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Hardback 9781487593599 US$125.00
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Divided into three parts, European Union Governance and Policy Making examines the political system of the EU (history, theories, institutions), specific policies, and some of the challenges that the EU currently faces, specifically since Brexit.
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HONG KONG UNIVERSITY PRESS

不適切に管理された都市：生き残りをかけた香港の取り組み
A City Mismanaged: Hong Kong’s Struggle for Survival

By Leo F. Goodstadt

A City Mismanaged traces the collapse of good governance in Hong Kong, explains its causes, and exposes the damaging impact on the community’s quality of life. Individual chapters look at the most shocking examples of mismanagement: the government’s refusal to implement the Basic Law in full; official reluctance to halt the large-scale dilapidation of private sector homes into accommodation unfit for habitation; and ministerial toleration of the rise of new slums. Mismanagement of economic relations with Mainland China is shown to have created severe business losses. This book offers a unique and very powerful account of Hong Kong’s struggle to survive.

EDWARD ELGAR

国際極地法
International Polar Law

International Law Series

Edited by Donald R. Rothwell and Alan D. Hemmings

International Polar Law brings together seminal articles and essays on the law of the polar regions.

BELKNAP PRESS

世界の分割：外交のアトラス
Carving Up the Globe: An Atlas of Diplomacy

By Malise Ruthven

Where do you draw the line? In the context of geopolitics, much hinges on the answer to that question. For thousands of years, it has been the work of diplomats to draw the lines in ways that were most advantageous to their leaders, fellow citizens, and sometimes themselves. Carving Up the Globe offers vivid documentation of their handiwork. With hundreds of full-color maps and other images, this atlas illustrates treaties that have determined the political fates of millions. In rich detail, it chronicles everything from ancient Egyptian and Hittite accords to the first Sino–Tibetan peace in 783 CE, the Sykes–Picot Agreement of 1916, and the 2014 Minsk Protocol looming over the war in Ukraine.
GERLACH PRESS

アラブ世界の湾岸化

Gulfization of the Arab World

Exeter Critical Gulf Series

Edited by Marc Owen Jones, et al.

From projecting ideology and influence, to maintaining a notion of ‘Gulfness’ through the selective exclusion or inclusion of certain beliefs, cultures and people, the notion of Gulfization is increasingly pertinent as Gulf countries occupy a greater political and economic role in wider Middle East politics. This volume discusses the notion of Gulfization, and examines how thoughts, ideologies, way of life and practises are transmitted, changed, and transduced inside and outside the Gulf.
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バラク・オバマ大統領：初の歴史的評価

The Presidency of Barack Obama: A First Historical Assessment

Edited by Julian E. Zelizer

Barack Obama’s election as the first African American president seemed to usher in a new era, and he took office in 2009 with great expectations. But by his second term, Republicans controlled Congress, and, after the 2016 presidential election, Obama’s legacy and the health of the Democratic Party itself appeared in doubt. In The Presidency of Barack Obama, Julian Zelizer gathers leading American historians to put President Obama and his administration into political and historical context.
The Military Balance 2018

By The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)

The Military Balance is an authoritative assessment of the military capabilities and defence economics of 171 countries. Detailed A–Z entries list each country’s military organisation, personnel numbers, equipment inventories, and relevant economic and demographic data. Regional and select country analyses cover the major developments affecting defence policy and procurement, and defence economics. The opening graphics section displays notable defence statistics, while additional data sets detail selected arms orders and military exercises, as well as comparative defence expenditure and personnel numbers.

Armed Conflict Survey 2018

Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)

The Armed Conflict Survey provides in-depth analysis of the political, military and humanitarian dimensions of all major armed conflicts, as well as data on fatalities, refugees and internally displaced persons. Compiled by the IISS, publisher of The Military Balance, it is the standard reference work on contemporary conflict.

The International Who’s Who, 2019

82nd edition

The Europa Biographical Reference

Edited by Europa Publications

Published annually since 1935 The International Who’s Who is your source for hard-to-find biographical details on over 25,000 of the world’s most prominent and influential personalities.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security, and Privacy  
3 volume set

Edited by Bruce A. Arrigo

In all levels of social structure, from the personal to the political to the economic to the judicial, The SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security and Privacy uncovers and explains how surveillance has come to be an integral part of how our contemporary society operates worldwide and how it impacts our security and privacy.

Global Encyclopedia of Public Administration, Public Policy, and Governance  
7 volume set

Edited by Ali Farazmand

This encyclopedia provides a snapshot of the most current research in public administration and public policy, covering such important areas as:

1. organization theory, behavior, change and development
2. administrative theory and practice
3. bureaucracy
4. public budgeting and financial management
5. public finance and public management
6. public personnel and labor-management relations
7. crisis and emergency management
8. institutional theory and public administration
9. law and regulations
10. ethics and accountability.